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Sub : Operational Guidelines for PM - MITRAs scheme

Dear Member,

As you aware, the Ministry of Textiles has launched the PM Mega Integrated Textile

Regions and Apparel Parks (MITRAs) Scheme to strengthen the Indian textile

industry by way of enabling scale of operations, reduce logistics cost by housing

entire value chain at one location, attract investment, generate employment and

augment export potential.

The Ministry of Textiles have released the Operational Guidelines for the MITRAs

scheme today (January 15, 2022).

The scheme will develop integrated large scale and modern industrial

infrastructure facility for total value-chain of the textile industry for example,

spinning, weaving, processing, garmenting, textile manufacturing, processing &

printing machinery industry.

These parks are envisaged to be located at sites which have inherent strengths for

textile industry to �ourish and have necessary linkages to succeed.

Further, the scheme envisages to leverage Public Private Partnership model for fast

paced implementation in a time-bound manner.

A copy of the Operational Guidelines released by the Ministry of Textiles is

enclosed herewith (click  here).

This is for your information.

Regards,

Dr. Siddhartha Rajagopal

Executive Director 
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